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0. Introduction

0.1. The behavior of three-dimensional boundary layers 0.5.2. It can easily be shown (§ 1.4.2.) that in laminar
in laminar flow has been the object of a certain number of flow
theoretical and experimental studies, which lead - at K,
least for predominantly convex obstacles -to a fairly - -

good possibility of predicting the essential features (veloc- c0tg Op = C12 •s
ity distribution, stability and separation) of the viscous At0K 2

flow over finite bodies in an air stream. In particular, a
research group of ONERA (France) has elaborated,
since 1954, a method of theoretical treatment of laminar where A is the laminar form parameter of the longi-
boundary layers in three dimensions which permits even tudinal (*) flow, calculated after POt||,||AusEN, and K. the
numerical computations of remarkable accuracy, cf. [l],[2]. e coefficient p - p. r and r, are constants, the

pressure ofiin 1 adv~aecntns h0.2. This method is based on two essential assumptions, q
which restrict to a certain extent the choice of the obstacles values of which depend on the geometry and the position
to be admitted : of the obstacle :

0.2.1. The viscous flow diverges appreciably from the We find for instance c, = 0 for obstacles having a plane
inviscid flow on the edge of the boundary laver only in of symmetry with respect to the oncoming flow; we find
the immediate neighbour'hood of separated-flow regions r, 0 for all kinds of ellipsoids.
on the body's surface (principle of prevalence). CL is a universal constant which depends on the degrees k,

and kA of the polynomials representing longitudinal and0.2.2. Tire streamlines of tire flow inside tire boundrry trnvra2 lw ok 2 .• suuli h~unv

layer have well-defined limiting positions for ntransversal flow. For0k =. 2  4 as usual in the-P--LAI T-

(n - distance from the wall of the obstacle). These limit sF.EN method, we find ri, -=

ing positions will be called "wall streamlines". Except 0.5.3. This theory allows very farreaching predictions
for a (normally finite) number of singular- points, each for the flow configuration e.g. on a flattened ellipsoid
point of the body's surface admits one and only one wall with incidence, predictions which have been checked and
streamline (hypothesis of regularity), confirmed by experiment [3], [4] (**). It can therefore be
0.3. The first of these two assumptions permits a reduc- considered as well established and consistent with the
tion of the rank of the system of NAvIER~-STOKFs, bv the physical reality.
introduction of curvilinear coordinates (s, z) based on the
streamlines of the inviscid flow (see figure 0.1). 0.G. The laminar problem thus being solved, it seems

The second of these assumptions furnishes a particu- worth while to try an analogous treatment of the turbulent

larly useful means of description and analysis of flow
configurations on the surface of the obstale. Unfortunately, even in two-dimensional flow, the turbu-

lent boundary layer admits no analytical representation
0A. With the help of the conception of "wall stream- in a simple form which would be equally valid near the
lines", the trace of a separated area on the body surface wall (i.e. for friction and separation phenomena) and
("separation line") can be described, in laminar flow, as towards the outer edge.
a limit of wall streamlines (and therefore as a -- singular --wall streamline itself). A purely theoretical treatment of the three-dimensional
0.4..rwall streamline i . yturbulent boundary layer, as in the laminar case, there-

0A... Such a singular wall streamline passes, by necessity, fore seems - at least for the moment-- impossible;
through a point of divergence ("separation point"), i.e. a experimental evidence will be needed to a far greater
singular point admitting at least two wall streamlines, extent to guide the theory.

0.4.2. Its determination is, therefore, possible, if one
disposes of a formula characterizing the wall streamlines 0.n. The BTZ (Bureau Technique Zborowski, Brunoy,analy tically. Starting from a separation point (necessary France) made in 1958/59 a series of experimental andl

l S n ftheoretical investigations in order to improve, by a suit-
c V\ 0we able adaptation of the leading edge, the behavior of ringcondition : "- = 0, where _V is the flow vector inside the aifisthghitcofcens[.
(bn), airfoils at high lift coefficients [5].

boundary layer; the index p indicates here and later on
the conditions at the wall - in French "paroi", n = 0 -), 0.7.1. It was found that the unsatisfactory form of the
one can find by a step-by-step process the singular wall lift-drag polar at higher incidences was chiefly due to the
streamline, i.e. the separation line. development of an important separation bubble forming,

0.5. The required analytical formula has been given by on the upper side of the airfoil, behind the leading edge.

OuDAr' in 1956 (see [3]) :

0.5.1. If we call 0 (n) the angle between the direction of r) i.e. in direction of the streamlines at the outer edge of the
the flow at the outer edge of the boundary layer and the boundary layer; the corresponding normal dIrection dennes the
direction of the flow inside it at a distance n fiom the wall, "crossilow" or "transversal" flow.directionorthe value 0i i 0(0) racte s a direan ton of the wallI (**) o It particular, a very characteristic change with Incidence
the value 0, --= 0 (0) characterizes the direction or the wall of th flow configuration arid, consequently, tile existence or a
streamline passing by a given point (s, z) of the surface. "critical incidence" has been correctly predicted.
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0.7.2. As a particularly unfavorable configuration, there 0.9.2. Phase 2 study of characteristic configurationshas been disclosed thie completely stalled flowv over the (reattachiment and separation) and their inter-tipper side of thie ring airfoil, after reunion of this leading- pretation with thie help of the wall-streamlinesedge separation-bubble with Lthe spreading traling-edIge concept..
separation, at a precise (the "critical") incidence. E!'xperimental confirmation of this interpre-
0.;.3. In order to combat this phenomenon and to pre- tation by visualization of wall streamlines in the
vent (or push back to higher incidences) the reunion of critical regions :Chapter 2.
the two separated regions on the ring airfoil, it proved
necessary to undertake a more detailed theoretical and 0.9.3. Phase 3 :Application of the results of the two
experimental study of the features - and if possible of foregoing phases to thie numerical determination
the means of determination - of these separated regions. of the viscous turbulent flow over ring airfoils
0.8. Now, the concerned area of viscous flow over the of ditTerent aspect ratios.
uipper side of the ring airfoil - in the wake of a leading- Determination and calculation of the critical
edge separation-bubble -- is a region of reattached and incidence as contact of separated] areas at leading
therefore predominantly * turbulent flow. andl tramiling edge for the considered airfoils.
0.8.1. Thus, IITZ was led, by this problem of p~ractica~l Extrapolation oft the results to wings of infi-
engineering, to a closer investigation of the behavior and, nite aspect ratio (plane wings) and confrontation
if possible, of the dletermination or flowv configurations in with already existing measurements on these
lhree-di-nensional turbulent boundary layers wit!h regions latter :Chapter 3.
of realtt.,chment and of separation of the flow.

0.10 Th hovcudb ruh oaril lose agree-0..2 rhis investigation has been mnade p)ossible thanks 01.Teter ol ebogtt ar~
to #the sp)onsorship of the Office of Naval Research (of the metit with the experimental work presen tedl in this report.
Unitedl States, sponsorship which permiitted a careful The shortcomings are to be attributed to the present
analysis of the problem. The theoretical work and its state oif knowledge about turbulent viscous flow in general.
Coordination with, experiments have been assumedi by In the coniclusioni, -in ap~proach to this latter problem,
1117: the experimental work has been executed in th~e at least on thme sc-ale of engineering (lernands. will be
"L~aboratoire de %Wv~anique des Fluides'' of the I 'niversitv sket'rhmed out for future investigations.
of Poitiers (France).
0.1.. The research, very nat urally, roullrises three phalises: 0.11. The author wishes to tha~nk, for valuable help in

his work, the stalT of ih'Iz and( in particular Mr. Serge0.11.1. Phaise I :Analysis of thle general features of three-di- ANc.IoIATTI andl Mr. koif 11 EI.I.Fits116TM. The experimental
partsiculro therinden bornr wa lsravliers ind tie part has been exectiled, with skill and tenacity, by Mr. Yves

partculr, or iker~l orw.:l ;reanilnesin he itrin.i.mi m, Assistant at the Faculty of Siclences of thebehavior or a tuirb u len t viscous fl ow over ti nit e Univeritv (o Poit iers.
bodies. For cri'tical and constructive discussions (of thme various

Es tablIishm lent and ci eon Iro (of a suitable antalv- polm.1eato sdel netdt r 1 1 otticali expression for these wall streamlines' lrbels eato sdel netdt r 1 1Chapte I orthis eport %isi (Mississippi State tInaversit~y), Dr. 1). C. HIAZENCli~ 1 ,te o thi reprt.( Prinveton tiniversi t..), Dr. 11. G. .NF~WMAN (Mac Gill UTin
vers-ity) anld Dr. 1. it. C. Nco..(JLaval t7111iversi tvl.

( ) Itiszos or inure ior less ,*~iended, 2heimimir rvale';IIemieiii ma The author wishes, last but iiot least, to ark noiiedge
he, i eiprvie-d near mew cirne~rs ow iii Iewia nra-cdire liiai1lpiI. wliere ife the ble1 u I inte rest and thle s ti mu u hi rg enr'ouirag~ement
citre-sionminw- livymoiiii nuimite'r oz 8 isIiiw I1 he rit icaI valueii orII Of r. G . I1. NI ATTII E Ws, I .CID1 A. VA N Ti': i i. and
er. go ante...~;ei :..i*..i. 11a. 3.19~ aiiii dict 1.104. A7 S, Mr. T'. W~ILSON oif the Office fof Naval Research,.



1.Wall Streamlines in- Turbulent Flow

1.0. In the wall-near p~ortions of turbulent boundary the obstacle, forming a system of weit established wall
layers, file condition of non-slip at the wall -equally streamlines, comparable in character with those in laminar
vailid ror line main flow and for the turbulent fluctuations flow.
(it', v', te") - leads to si , ' - w' -0. The flow therefore On the upper side, an area of separated flow can easily
shows, in the neighbourhood of the wall of an obstacle, he detected; it is delimited towardls the "sound" (i.e. non-
thre behavior and the features of a laminar layer. It is sraae~fo vrtefak yasapy(rw lmr
called, consequently, the "laminar suhlayer'". cation line.

Nvall frielion and related phenomena, as separation and Oultside the separated area. even close to the demarcation
reattachmnent., are located in this sublayer and therefore line, the wvall streamlines are Only very little curved;
ruled by its properties. Thley will then obey analogous moreover, they have obviously the' direction of the flow
laws as inl thle vase of lamninar boundary layers. In Irartic- outside tire boundary laver.
ular, they' will find thieir expression in a similar behavior The two hypotheses of §§ I.I.I. and 1.1.2. are, therefore,
Orffihe viscous streamlines as is apptroachnes zero. clearly fulrfiled, at least outside the separated area on the

1.1. As in thre laminar case - andl with thp same con- top oifithe ellipsoid.
sequences -we can therefore make the following .. i.12.savew fthsprtdaeao te
hypotheses 132 ig .. i iwO h eaae rao h

1.11. he iscus ow ivegesappeciblyfrori he upper dde of the rear of the body, seen from above.
iscid The vson s flo die rois aprecrby f ro the The dlemaircation line (cf. §' I1.3.1.1 can be clearly

fil ininei lie nedgbuho of r thep .ed Io reIgion obrserved: it. sep ara tes the souin d bou n da ry laver withI

on (lie i u riefal e Or .igh I obiacIro le (fp Iarinil Of pr1evIl o ene). its very straight (turbulent) wall streamlines 'from an
on hesur~ic o anobsacl (rricille f lrt~';I('('~).inner region wit h equally organized burt much slower (and

1.1.2. The streamlines orfitle flow insire the boundary therefore probably laminar) flow.
layer have welldefined limiting positions for so 0- . -Nevertheless, in this inner' region too, wall streamlines
which will bie valled "wall streamlines'' (hypot hesis or cnesl b ltcel fui ofrmt ih[]
regularity). rig. 10.11'. these (laminar) wvall streamlines are considera-

1.2. As a mnere inference fromn Ihe assumptio i n of , lamii- Illy mrore swept than the turbulent ones. We shall return
nar suablaver on [ lie surfac-e or an obstacle, file sec-ouid to this statemen t later on ( § I .G.1.).
hypothesis in particurlar needs an experimuentarl r'on firmla- 'Il'he streamlines themselves being indistinguishable from
tion, whicht a.-s been attemptled in the low-speed w~1ind- one anot her, we retain front this observation a practical
tunnel or lNIlTel-'lype at lPOI'rIVI: s (*) (in a1 woodfen mode14 (of criterion for regions of laminar or of t urbulent flow :The
an ellipsoid of revolution. sweep) of the wall streamlines is considerably more impor-

1.21. his model with ant axis ratio) (of I :6 aind a great tant in zones with laminar flow.
axis of 2 tit has been put at the I ;Lrora to~ire's diisposal bry We shall finrd, in § 1.G., riot only further evidence con-
I Ie ON ElA. The inViscirl flow ov'er it ran he analytically firming this criterion, but even ani analytical explanation
determined, for all incidences. a~ccordinog to)I 61:] for an for the fact itself.
incidence of i - 10'', thIis deltermin ation miIas b eernmi i n 'in'r-
ivall 'v exer'nrle in [hI]. The IromindarvY-la~rye theory priovile'l I .3i.3. Fig. 1.3 is a three-quarter view front behind on tire

.lea -w'. for thIis vasp. filIe linoes of latniriar separratioin1 aridar line (of demiarcat ion between the seprarated area and the

ofl tran'sition. vf. 1 :1. "sound'' boundary layer. E~xceprt for a slight irregularity
in the shape (of tile demarcation line (provoked by tire

1.2.2. At ani air spreed of #.-P rn/ s andil therefore a Rleynolds supporting stemn of the ellipsoid), this line prov'es to be a
numbrer o'f -6.101, tire transition line is locatedl - it irin~it Of wall streamlines from b~othr sides and is therefore
lc'ust on the flanks and on thle underside of tire obstacle - a wiall streamline itself.
up ~strea m from tI laier i nar s"l 'rariomIio line. An apIprpeciab~le A t its aproP'r achi, thIe othler wall st reamiilinres brecome
po4rtion orf the visc''us flo~w uover flip' bodly will therefore be tangenit to! it, ais they should : (in the turbrulen t side, this
tuirbunlent: seplaration will ovctir. iii these regitons, still tae lrrthrbupyanolyttelstm et
farther downstream than in filIe lamninar case, tuirbuilentI tWrkes 1,l nn ra her h abruptly andoly ate thered las fioment
flow becing less inclined to se'parate.-apeomnnwihcneqal eosrvdi i.11

I .:j. The wall-near flow in thiis re-i is of randoubt'dlv tin'- I '.It appears, fromt these experiments, to be beyond

irulent iroundamrv layer has breen v'isrialized byv a mnixture of iunv douirt thrat wall streamlines not only exist in trurbulent

Iretnoleurm and magnesium i'irrliinate, after eva1I"rration flow (hrypothresis 2), but have - even more markedly than

ofi thle p efIro l eunim. thre magnesi um v*;arlona Ic shows. inr in thre laminar case - tile property of forming very small

white lines onl thre (black) wall 4if tire ellipsoid, the integral angles with the inviscid flow at the outer edge of the

curves (rIf-the direc-tional field at thre wa';ll. boundary layer., excepit for the immediate neighbourhood
The esri ts ar' I .1. I .~. a separated area on the obstacle under considera-

I'it rsutsof tiese testsar represented'r fig. .I .. tion (hyprothesis I).

I .:I. I. Fig. /.1I. shows a side-view Of tire ellipso)id's rear I A.l. This confirmation of thre "principle of prevalence"
pa~rt at i lo,'. The while lines clearly indlicate a well, in turbulent flow has an important consequence for the
omrganiz.ed florw along tire wall onl flanks andl u~ndersidle of numerical dleterminationi of the form parameter of tire

turbhulent budrlae:Wecan ap~ply, as in lamninar

tis*)I~ hoors are :~r*r~ IIlfII ir r ui'.'il IUrli~nii' flow (se [I] [1% thie pri nciplle of prevalence to "stream

cr'rilr I eo r (-(-I'' ior tr lif il 1 Ien ''ir l i 14 1, ilt I r ir diarmet1er. 'T'he strips'' (parts of thle surface of an obstacle co mprisedh
Idurtge oir air spi'u'oi v;,r14' frornts IN mr /s lit'rr ill r$ ii"s 11 'ti'Lrl~f or between two neighibouring streamlines of the inviscid

flow). These streamnstrips are assimilable to bodies of

tnjr~rI'r4 1`1 -+ W " rev'olution withi a radlius developing as thre local distance e,
tit iot leserI.,of the constituting sti'eamlines of the strip.
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1.4.1.1. The development of the momentum-loss thick- 1.....In its present form, JOHNSTON'S method cannot

strp cn henbecalultedwih te elpofTnUCKFN- therefore obliged, for a first analysis attempted here,
BRO S el-kownfom~lar,1 fr odesofrevolution to retain the generalisation of TRUCKENflRODT'S formula

* sketched out above (§§ 1.4.1.1. and 1.4.1.2.).
i; ( 1..2.In the laminar case, a similar application Of POHIL-

_____+_(__7____T___9__ 7?__)____d__W __ IAUSFN'S method to the streamstrips (which are assimi-
U 3 R ltedas above, to bodies of revolution) led to a graduation

orfh surface in iso A lines (A =POHLIIAUSFN'S form
parameter).

1.4.1.2. S. once known by this expresion, wve can apply It thus became possible to write immediately a polyno-
one of the semni-emipirical formulas for the turbulent formi miaI expression for the long-itudinal flow:
parameter 11, e.g. the formiula of VON DoENHOFF andl -

TETEIIVIN : (1 +A n A .n-4 Aj\(rAf\

d~l 8, dq 2 q 1 )" 8 2 18 2 8 J6~
8,- .4A I' an..- ,:1 28) another for the c--rossflow

with q = 1,- -6 .U L -

I n this formula, only -,, (wall shear-stress) is still where 8 stands for the (local) boundary-layer thickness in
unknown: a first guess -for it would Ioe the formula or laminar flow. WVith the hielp of these polynomials, one
FAI.KNEII can write

2 ~cotgr 0, =lima2

1V whence thie formula of § 0.5.2.
It is the same in TB U C KE\I:Nl no lT's and in F.% L EN E's for- 1.4 .3. 11, would therefore seemn that an analogous cornpu-
mula. For to =- !, we have 2 7-0,0128; for ns = 6, we hanve lation should lead, in turbulent flow, to an expression or
2 =0,0065. Practically equivalent to F.A I.NE IiS formula cotg 0,, in terms of ni.
is that of seoumi i and Y~or Nc I 'nfortunatel *v, the general (power or logarithmic) laws

00~'88for turbulent profiles, on which the dlefinition of 11 is0,0288implicitly based, are not valid in the laminar sublayer.
2 q (4 1,0.5 Lý Moreover, the crossflow% profile in turbulent boundarYIV )2lavers is clearly not of power (nor logarithmic) character.

1 .4.1 .3. I ater on ( §3:.9.2.6.) we shllisee that thisplrfoposefl Thu11s, nol anal vtical deduction of a c, tg 0, formula
Calculation of -7, istosi mple (andl too mouch impsregnatedl for tu rbsilen t wall streamlines Av-ill, in a near future, he
withl two-dimnensionali tvf to operate in cases withb regions po~ssildle.
of very strong crossllo~v, as it occurs on ring airfoils. I..4 We are therefore obliged to make a reasonable

In thle case of ellipsoids at modera te incidences, file hy pothesis oin the presumiable form of thle eotg o0, for-
su tc-oiuing values of I/ are acieptalde. EffTectuiatedl stream- mnula : the conlseqluencres of suich a formula will be discussed
strip by streamistrip, this computation then leads to a and must he yerified byexrint
graduation of the whole surface of the obsta-'le with iso-Il Suc a reasonable h. texperiment.igfrn acreu

lines.analysis of the physical meaning of the lamninar formula;
1.4.1.4. Two recent publications of .1. P. JOnHNSTON ([16], the turbulenit formula should then be built uip in analogy
[17])~ seem, however, to indicate that for obstacles with to the laminar one.
considerably skewed streamlines of the potential flow, 1.5. To this effect, we write the laminar formula ofthis methodI is insufficient. § 0.5.2. in a slightly more general form:
IA. I A..I. lie deCvelops, fusr skewed flow-con figurations P(on plane surfaces, a method which is, at least in principle, A -Act
more pertinent for these cases, but which (does not inmie- c-t -" A CL
diately apply to curved surfaces: indeed, both the discus- Aog04 C - Al
sion o;f his w'ork (c-f [16]) as w~ell as our own calcuflations
show that such a general isation munst be made more care-
fully than indicated by .1011NSTON. 1.1.It seems reasonable to suppose that the quotient
1.4.1..2. Nevertheless, the general idea of his work - -'
seems to explain at least a part of the (difficulties mentioned _______

in §§ :19.2.5. andi 4.2. and will lead, by a felicitous appli-
cation, to a pertinent dlefini tion of four parameters for -C

the primary (11,) andi secondary (112) turbuilent flow in
three dimensions. This will be undertaken in a further expressing (especially for r, - c, ý 0 as in the ellipsoid
study now under way. case) the ratio of the longitudinal and transversal pressure

grradhien ts and I lierefore thle inlfuence of I he potential

= n~p'fk low ouitside thle boundary layer on its stability *, has a

x' transil ioi point, R14 ramdius of rererv-,so. S0
Ins ni sireamsstriii. wi' rsjilmas x h~y s ;inu I? wtx) y e, (s). sep'arationr. 111t also for that or tranisitions Ito lutrtslesst flow.
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significance which is not restricted to laminar flow. We at different cT values and observations on ellipsoids
conserve, thus, this quotient as essential factor in the (as in fig. 1.1 - 1.3) as well as on a ring airfoil of aspect
turbulent cotg 0, formula, ratio X = LID = 1, at i = 151o incidence.

The second case has already been mentioned in the1.5.2. The linear form A -- A, plays, in laminar flow, 2nid Quarterly Technical Report (figure 3; fig. 1.4+ of this
an essential r6Ie for the separation in a symmetry plane : 2ndp urtel Technical R rf e fig. .e r t ofthis

report). Comparison with fig. 1.5 (experimentally obtained
Inde 1., here 0, must be either 0 or 2; the second value configuration of wall streamlines) gives cT between 0,5

and 0,7.
has a physical meaning ornly !' the separation point (in In a still unpublished thesis at POITIERS, Y. ORFLLIFER
the symmetry plane) itself. Normally, we have thus has checked these values in the case of the ellipsoid of
cotg 0, =o, which corresponds to the fact that C2 = 0 revolution, lie found, in fair agreement with the foregoing

and I-K 0 for reasons of symmetry (cf. § 2.8. of the allies, CT - 0,7. This latter value will be adopted by
ad -us for all following considerations.

Ist Scientific Report). 1.5.5. From the foregoing analysis, a formula

1.5.2.1. In order to insure at the separation point a ZK,

value 0, = !, the numerator of cotg 0, must disappear, 11- 2 s c

which normally * cannot be obtained by the expression H - 1,286 _K, _2

Ks Thus, A - A,\ has to disappear. Now, in two-di-Thr seems to be the most promising generalization of the lami-

mensional or locally twc dimensional flow (as in a symmetry nar expression of § 0.5.2. for wall streamlines.plane), we have A - 12. In order to make disappear
l- A, at separation, we have to choose A= = -- 12. As in the laminar case, we have c. = 0 for obstacleswith a symmetry plane, whereas c, depends on the kind

1.5.2.2. Applying the same reasoning to the turbulent of obstacle chosen.
case, we should replace A - A1 by a linear form H - t1i, For ellipsoids we have, in virtue of the considerations
where 11, is the value of 11 at two-dimensional separation, of § 1.5.3., C' = 0.
i.e. HI ,- 2. In the case or ring airfoils, which we shall analyze later

In § 3.9.2.7. will be discussed an objection against the on, we find c, :f- 0. The value or c, depends, in this case,
hypothesis that in turbulent flow the symmetry plane o., the aspect ratio, the incidence and (probably) the Rey-
always shows two-dimensional flow features. This may nolds number.
influence the value of Hi. Ilere we will admit this hypotlh- 1.6. Tile proposed formula of § 1.5.5. can be checked by
esis without discussion. another comparison: That of the already mentioned

1.5.3. A similar r61e is assumed hy the linear form A - A, (§ 1.3.2.) difference between laminar and turbulent wall
in the denominator : In tile case of the ellipsoid, we have streamlines.
Cr = 0. Moreover, there exists (cf. [40], C 2) a curve of 1.6.1. Indeed, in all observed cases, the laminar wall

absolute speed maximum on its surface having-•-K-= . streamlines appear considerably more swept than the
turbulent ones.

1.5.3.1. On such a line, no separation can takŽ place; Now, the domain of variation of H is not only restricted
r. to the narrow interval 1,1 < H1 < 2, but it is moreover

therefore 0, : A and cotg 0, :A 0. The vanishing numerator well known (cf. also [2], chapter xxii, b 3), as follows -

2 see fig. 1.6 - from Vo.N Dor-.1IOFF and TETERvIN'S
-K__ = 0 must therefore be counterbalanced by a suffi- formula, that H - 1,4 until immediately before separation.

ciently strong zero of the denominator, whence A - Al = 0. Thus, 0,7 11-2/H-1,286 - 4.
A, must therefore be chosen as the value of A for a speed On the contrary, A has a much wider domain of varia-
maximum in two-dimensional flow, i.e. as the form para- tion, + 12 > A > - 12, and drops (without regions of
meter of a flat plate. This gives A, = O. nearly constant value) rapidly towards - 12. Thus

A + 12
1.5.3.2. Once more, the same reasoning, applied to the -C < - < 0 with rapid variation for 0 > A > -12.
turbulent case, provides 11, = 1,286 (value for the flat A
plate corresponding to a power profile with n = 7). 1.6.2. In the turbulent case, cotg 0, is thus over the

We therefore replace A - A, by a linear form /I - "2 greatest portion of the non-separated flow region nearly
with H, = 1,286. constant and (absolutely) very great; 0, is therefore small

and the corresponding wall streamline straight and nearly
1.5.4. Finally, a "universal'' factor CT must Ibe determined parallel to the outer flow.
by experiment. This has been carried out by a comparison In the laminar case, cotg 0, continuously varies from
between wall streamlines computed with the formula (absolutely) great values to very small values; 0, thus

-b K, undergoes a great variation long before separation : The
i C, laminar streamlines are much more swept than the tur-

cot:.,? 0, = rr !- 2 •s bilent ones.
1/ -- 1,286 * Z_ -r. 1.6.3. This result agrees very well with the observations

and, in particular, with fig. 1,1 on the one side and fig. 10,13
of [2] on the other side.• K,

() In the case or the Alllpsold we hiave, er. I I, c, = 0 and 1 # 0 It constitutes, therefore, a fair confirmation of the
at separation! proposed formula.



2. Separation and Reattachment in Turbulent Flow

2.0. In the Introduction (§ 0.4.) we mentioned one of Experimental results of this case are already available
the most important results of the laminar boundary- and are shown in fig. 1.1 - 1.3.
layer theory in three dimensions, the definition of the
three-dimensional separation line as a singular wall stream- 2.1. We find, indeed, in these pictures not only a good
line (limit of an infinity of regular wall streamlines) confirmation of the concept of wall streamlines in general
passing through a point of divergence (separation point, (§ 1.3.), but moreover (cf. [9]) an experimental proof of
admitting at least two wall streamlines instead of one). ' the validity of the above definition of the separation

line:
2.0.1. The further considerations (in particular § 1.0.)
make it obvious that the main mechanism of separation 9.1.1. All three pictures show, beyond any doubt, a
will be the same in turbulent flow. A mathematically and demarcation line between an outer region ("sound"
physically reasonable definition of the three-dimensional boundary layer) of turbulent character* and an inner
keparation line in turbulent flow over a (predominantly region ("separated area") of laminar flow (considerably
convex) body seems therefore to be the following: more swept wall streamlines).

2.0.2. The (turbulent) separation line on a (convex) 2.1.2. This demarcation line is obviously a limiting curve
finite body is a singular wall streamline (limit of regular of the wall streamlines of the outer (turbulent) region and
wall stre;rmlines in turbulent Ilow) passing through a therefore itself a (singular) ,vall streamline. On the other
point of divergence. Such a point is defined by the (only hand, this line is the frontier of the inner area with sepa-

rated flow towards the sound flow, andi therefore the
necessary) condition 0 which in presenie of a separation line in the sense of § 0.4.

plane of symmelry on the obstacle (r, - 0) is equivalent 2.1.3. The identity of the line of separation in three-
dimensional turbulent flow and of the singular turbulent

- as in laminar flow - to the double condition L- - 0 Wall streamline formed as a limit of an infinity of regular

and 1 = 2. wall streamlines is. therefore, experimeentally established
in a very satisfactory manner.

2.0.3. Once the potential flow over the obstacle known
and a graduation in iI of the surface established by the 2.2. Fig. 2.1 shows schematically the configuration of
procedure of § 1.A.1., the intersection of the two (linear) turbulent wall streamlines near the symmetry plane of

an obstacle at the approach of a separated area. This
systems LP = 0 and 11 :- 2 defines a (normally, i.e. in part of the flow cannot be seen on the fig. 1.1 - 1.3;
all non-degenerated * cases) finite number of points indeed, for the test Reynolds number of .- .104, thelaminar separation on the upper side of the ellipsoid takes

Wih \ 0 place, according to [8], upstream from the transition line:Witt 0. transition oecurs earlier than separation only on the
It is, therefore, easily possible to discern, by considera- flanks and on the underside.

tion of the wall-streamline configuration in the neigh- Nevertheless, the visualisation of stuch a configuration
bourhood of this finite number of points, the points of has been possible in another case, see fig. Di - D3.
divergence from other singular points (e.g. those of ceoner- W2. We will occasionally call (in a mathematically
genee), impropter, but short expression) the limiting line of sepa-

2.0.4. Bevtinning in such a point, the sinmgular wall stream- ration a "forward envcelope" of turbulent wall stream-
l cn ilines. This denomination will only reveal its full meaningline (characterized by an angle 0, - in (his point) can later (§ 2.1.5.). For the moment, it describes very wetl

be calculated, step-by-step, with the help of the turbulent the movement of deviation in the wall-near boundary
analogue It Om 017AT's formula (see § 1.5.5.) : layer when the viscous flow tries to avoid a region of

M KUnfavorable pr'essur'e distribution on the obstacle.

!1 - - .s1 2.2.2. The separation point on the line of symmetry is
cotg 00, II M1,28 - fhe intersection (see § 2.0.3.) ofr - = 0 and II = 2; in

In the case of ellipsoids, which we consider first, we the two-dimensional case, where LP ý 0, the condition
have e = , o. degenerates and the separation points form a linz' which

2.0.5. The numerical calculation of this line, in the case coincides with Ithe line 11 = 2. This is the two-dimensional
of an ellipsoid of revolulion, with an incidence i = 10o, separation "line", an infinite repetition of identical sepa-
is under way at Po ITIEIRS (jpart of a still pending thesis), ration points, as it should be. The two-dimensional sepa-

(1) Only In Istrinsicall, two-dimensiomial cases (iwiles or revo- ( r) lte region Is l e d t owosirca the transition Hoe (ealcu-
lition witlout ielthnlneie. yawed Infinite cyliniers etc.), (to we iated in Isl) for the IReyiiohls nuinlier i.10' In question; moreov'er.
Mlidl aim tnfinlife 11tmnnuiter (ft sucih lioint. which are, however, eqiiiv~a- t .he slraIinIhtness or tikt' wall streanilines itlicaates (er. § 1.3..1.) !Jlrtll-
lent to each another. k-11 fnow.
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ration is thus recognized as a particular case of three- and organized flow in its interior is separated, by a sharply
dimensional separation, as in laminar flow (cf [3]). determined demarcation line, from the sound boundary

2.3. In this two-dimensional (turbulent) case, there exists layer.
a conmplementary configuration to that of separation: 2.4.5.2. The wall streamlines (visualized by a mixture
The reattachment. of petroleum and lamp black on a dull-white surface)

2.3.1. On principle, reattachment can be observed, too, in tile region of sound flow can easily be followed upstream.
in laminar Ilow; however, laminar reattachment plays a They are straight until very close to theheart.shaped
minor r6le and will be, for the moment, left aside; later separated area, where they bend rather suddenly to form
on, we shall find a particular case of laminar reattach- a well-marked limit.
ment in three dimensions which will be treated in § 3.11.

2.3.2. Reattachment supposes, as the name implies, a 2.4.5.3. This limit, which will be called for the sake of
foregoing separation, occurring in general near the leading brevity (in a mathematically improper expression, anal-
edge of a profile with incidence, in particular when this ogous to that of § 2.2.1.) a "rearward envelope" of wall
leading edge has a small radius of curvature. We then streamlines, is a (singular) wall streamline itself.
lind a high negalive pressure peak immediately behind The whole configuration is obviously the inverse of
Vie leading edge, which is followed by a steep unfavorable turbulent separation; indeed, the flow pattern of fig. ..;
pressure gradient that the (generally laminar) boundary could as well be "read" in tihe opposite sense and would
layer cannot stand, then constitute a remarkably well-designed separation

A subsequotil interval of nearly uniform pressure favors picture.
the reattachment of the separated layer which is generally
preceded (or at least accompanied) by transition in tile 2.4.5.41. The singular wall streamline, locally indistin-
layer, indicaled on tile pressure curve of fig. 3.19 by a guishable from other wall streamlines, can only be charac-
short level in the steep rise, see § :110.2.2. terized by the fact of passing through (at least) one point

of ramification on the surface. This point has the character
2.'.. One of the simplest three-dimensional cases of reat- of an inverse point of divergence ("negative separation
tachmnent of this kind can be observed on the tipper point" or "point of reattachment-) and is located, in the
(outer) side of a ring airtil with incidence, case of fig. 1.4, in tle plane of symnmetry on tile upper
-. ,.1. As already" mentioned (§ 0.,.), the first expert- side. Its configuration is sketclhed in fig. 2.3.

mental observations were made, incidentally, in the
course of an investigation on leading edge adaptation, 22,..5.5. We call this singular wall streamline a "reattach-
carried out 1959 by BTZ [5j. ment line": it is the nalural generalization of tile two-t bdimensional reattachnment and - as such - the inverse

2A.2. In the case represented fig. L.S (A I. profile of separation.
NACA 66-006. i - 15"), the pressure distribution on the
upper side (calculated according to \\ImssIN (ERl [101. 2.5. From all this, we can draw tile following definition
cf. § .. i.), has been checked in tile windtunnel of Isi. The rcattachment line in turbulent Ilow is the rearward
The result is represented in fig. ... : 7envelope of an intinity of (regular) wall streamlines and

A negative pressure peak at the leading edge is followed therefore a (singular) wall streamline itself.
by a steel pressure rise which causes immediate separa- It passes tlhrough a point 4f reattachment (nevessarvlien. This separation is, however, limited to tile upper•

half of the outer side, the pressure leak ton tile lower half conditlion: - ) -,on the surface of an obstacle and
of the ring airfoil being located on its inner side. [

can be obtained by a step-by-slp integration of the
2.4.3. In fig. 1.5, this separation line. nearly parallel to formula for ,'otg 0,, in § 2.0.41.
the leading edge, can be seen parlicularly well. Even the
well-known pattern of wall streamlines a-t he alpproach 2.i. Nearly all tigures of the picture series A. , B and C
of laminar separation, as sketched in fig. 2.2, can easily shw e ' conditions to !,- analyzed later, the
be foulnd inside Ile narrowv strip of non-separated Ilow ronclusiveness of thie above definition.
between leading edge and pressure mininmii .

2.4',A. On tile other hand, the Ilow pattern near the 2.6.1. The real problem is, in general, the determination
trailing edge. shows a well-attached "sound" turbulent of the reattachment point, from which the determination
boundary layer. The fact that this layer is really turbulent, of a rf-attachment line should start.
has been confirmed by the considerations of [t 2 u .6.2. We discuss this question, in the following para-

graph, for the particular -mse of an obstacle having a
Between tile (laminar) separation at tile leading edge plane of symmetry parallel to tile general ,direction of

and the region of sound (turbulent) flow near the trailing Iow; this idane is represented, on the surface of the obsti-
edge, there must necessarily take place a turbulent reattach- cle, by a symumetry line.
mnent along a line ot momentarily unknown character. e a kWe already know that in this case r, =- 0.

2. .5. Ilowever, we know one thing: This line must
form the limit between the separated area behind the 2.7. The reattachment line :must form, by virtue of our
leading edge and the sound turb)ulent boundary layer with the symmetry
farther downstream. 2 (lefinition in §2.5. an angle 0

line on the surrace. Thus, cotg 0, must be equal to zero
2.4.5.1. Suc'_- a limiting line can indeed be round on in tile corresponding reatachunennt point, i.e. the nomi-
fig. ]..;: The separated area of roughly heart-shaped rorim nator of tile colg 0, formula must vanish.

(*) "Insl nuit t l raiwo- .lle and le Ilecli-rcles S.kle n ll mu ce ", 2.7.1. W e Iherefore find either !1 2 or Ž. --- c ,.
St-l.ouls, Ilaut-Iithn. Fran,.c . rijq. tiuinei is or ist a nitl-lyp., see 15.
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Now, H =-2 is characteristic for a trailing-edge separa. its form and incidence, possibly too on tie Reynolds
tion and therefore excluded in tile reattachment point number.
which is by necessity located upstream the (turbulent) But no general statement can be made except that the
separation near the trailing edge. choice of el must ensure the "unicity" of the reattach-

ment point. We shall see that this condition is indeed

2.7.2. The condition for reattachment in the symmetry sufficient in the case of ring airfoils, which will be treated
b K in the following chapter; cf. too the 1st Scientific Report.

plane is thus given, necessarily, by e- • .g" The problem 2.9. A short, but exhaustive survey of the problems
treated in this chapter may be found in a recent French

of determination of the reattachment point is lhus trans- publication of the author [12]. In particular, the locatiolm
formed into that of finding el. and interpretation of the leading-edge separation has been

amply discussed in this paper, so that we do not need to
2.8. We already know that cl depends on the geometrical insist here on this particular point, which has also been
and aerodynamical configuration of the obstacle, i.e. on mentioned in the 3rd Quarterly Report.



3. Separation and Reattachmient on Ring Airfoils

3i.0. As already mentioned (§ 2A.), one of tile simplest 3.1.4. 'The effects of the outer line distribution, for an
cases where three-dimensional leading-edge separation infinitely thin wing, are calculated] by means of decompo-
occurs is that or a ring airfoil at incidlence, having a profile sition in double FoPJPi~it series, of the profile form as
with sharp nose radius. wcll as of tile distribution of the circulation on the basic
31.0.1. Such a profille, chosen in former investigations [5), Indr
is the symmetric laminar profile NACA 66-00G.:. .. Fig. 3.2 shows the profille-thickness distribution

All ri.ng airfoils in the following considerations arid
tests have therefore been equipped with this profile, in wiM tecluad(itibtonf ()= bsIn
order to reduce the wvork of computation and Ifo facilitate (see [5], § 1.1.3.2.) on the one hand, and] that of the NACA
comnparisons with previous results. 66-006 profile, on the other hand.
:1.0.2. Ring airfoils have, in addition to their simplicity The two curves agree very well one with another.
or configuration and construction, the advantage of per- :3. 1.6. In WVirssi N,(F it's method, the occurring axial
mnitting a reliable theoretical calculation of thle inviscid velocity represent% the result of a linear superposition of
flow around and through them. Indeed. WVFISSI NiGiE three indluced speedls with thle axial component of the
developed a computation method [10] which seems to free-streain velocit .-
give good results even upt ito considlerable incidences
(,fr[- t 31.I6.11. 'rthe induced speeds are the followinig ones
:t .0.3. According to ant (arbi tra * ry, but for all practical VIC inuced byv t Iie (thickness-) souirc e (lis t rib ut ion
purposes acceepted) definit ion , cylindrical (Ilits are,7
considered as "ring airfoils" only for .L/I) < 2.

On the other hand, we are interested, for purposes orf 1_: iuohlvte hcns-dne vre itiuto
comparison with plane wings, in the behavior fof the nlow 1
for ). -0. _ indced by thIie iniec-eeatelvortex dlis tri buti on.

This (and questions of rapid convergence of the WE~is-
six cF.in met hod) leads to the restriction of ou r in yes tiga- :1.L .62!. 1 liv inear comiibin ation of thle 'e'ioci ties, we
lions to ring airfoils with, o < ). < 2. obtain thle final result :
:1 .4A. As repiresentative cases were chosen I liuse oif ring 7-- Vo c" c' voS
airfoils with, ). 7 . ). 0= and- ,,(I) - 0,2. 1 7,~ T7 1 o ?

For thlese eases, with N AGA 66-00116 prof iles, thle in visci il :. For t he i-aIcu hat in fi i t he cirrie rentiral vel! cocity,
flow over the (outer) upper surface of thle airfoil htas hiien W:ui ii;H(ref. [1o]) founrd the followving results:
computed, for a certain number of (not too great **) ini(- Tettlcrufrnilvlc ve ttesraei

dencs. y W~isi N; rn~smetod:the combination of thle circumferential mainstream corn-
3.1. Brief Outline ofi thle WFISSI NGEn Method (see [51). llonent i -Uý - sin ?~ of the mean induced velocity v-, and

of the non-continuous termn of opposite signs oný both
3...In a series (of studies and repiorts, .1. Wris1551N( IF it sides fof the surface. tile ahsohlte value of which being

(levelopes a theory of linearized treatmnent for the calcum- t hat of the ax~ial vortic-it%.
lation of tile aerodlynamic coefficients or annular wings. . ('d i

1
-

.1.1.2. The linearization permits a1 Seliaratioli or forium Sil 9 r
- and thickness -elfects, the first ones being attached
to the distribution of center lines around thle annular Willi the sign - for thie outer side of the wing surface
wing, the second ones to the local thickness of the airfoil, and the sign -for the inner side of the wving surface.

In accordance with the linear theory, all thle limiting :i..Tables Atl - Al3 * give for the dhifferent X the
and boundary conditions of the problem, as well in the results which permit the determnination of the different
case of form - as in the case of thickness - etfects, are elementarv velocities:
localized on a basic (straight circular) cylinder of radius B? V. Vj* V'I t%__
chosen as an (optimum) approximation of the real con figu- u .- Ucs 1,1.; sin 9
ration and placed pa;ra.llel to thle air flow at infinity. ~L (5

:...This latter condition is maintained even inl the :v ~l-Once the velocities IL~- andl-~ are known, one
case of an inclined straight cylinder. A careful distinction U
must, therefore, he made bejtween this "basic cylinder" can designi the velocity% fleld whtich gives, by integration,
having its axis always parallel to the flow, and thie real tile streamlines of the poten ti;,l tlow of the ai-foil.
wing (of may-be cylindrical form (fig. 3.! shows the -,oi'rdi- .8. Tk.1eu.3corsndtacntnt(ir-

na es ppled n ~ i~iss xcm~ i's[5]cali ihi hinmetli,'~ iifio tof l o~ical i ncide nce, i.e. to a straight lprofil I-center
c. e.

E)Istab~lishe-d by Ltic US~ Patent 1)111cc. For the calculation, we put illo) (E) 1 ([5] §lltl.
() .Ini1tt-d 10 Iniidieirpe% i < ,.,.wtere 4- Is the critical iirpu-I- ________

dlitice fomr stallediq flow~ oil f il ii ,lo(-r sogir~ee.: til 1 14- 1~ or iiieclIniics
Il- rTo u-iIol of ). 1.4 gri oil Ill fabl 3,,. .1. s) ee, ri-niark Inp the Aaauuax.
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.1.1.9. Tile axial velocities ~ and circumferential veloc- Itinlec on the flow at the upper (outer) part of thle
Uýmdlsurface, where al bevtoswill becarried out,

is negligible; on thle other hand, this means of fixation
ities for the dlifferent ), and incidences )lave been permits - apari from stiffening thle model - very

convenient (determination of the model's incidence*~.
employed for computation of the pressure coetlicient. K,,

afterBF~tNUIAI.3.2.2. Wooden model ofr 0,5 with L =-0,3 mn andl

0 U 2 2 2 D =0,6 mn (see rig. 3.14). The same kind of fixation as for
7-)= 6.)+ (1,the preceding model has heen utilized.

.3.2.3. The model X. = I made of electron has been chosen
U.)1 in thle followinir dimensions : -1 1 -- 0,'40 in (see

fig. 3.1m). The pressure distribution along the profile of
3.1.10. Fig. 3.3 -3.7 show the dlistribiution of K. in the annular wing has been obtained by means of 21 pickups
function of " for r= 1800, for a ring airfoil with .- ~ I (I miii interior dliameter, 2 mmn exterior dliameter) c-onnec-
and incidences i -_ 0-, i 9,i -_ 15 1, - 180 and i -=2P. ted to the water columns of a miiltirnanomneter; t0 pickups

o n the exterior surface, 10 on the inner surface andl
K, is plottedl against the pressure coetficients measured Ipickup at the leading edge, which latter gives thle total

inl ST.LouIJS (See [51 § 2.4m.2.). pressure. Th'le pressure tubes were lodged in milled slots
U,'p to an angle of incidence i -ý 150 the pressure coeffl- which were, afterwards, filled upl with Araldit to recon-

cients calculated here coincide quite Well with measured sti rite a smooth wing surfave.
ones, whereas for i = 180 and i = 211, tile ditferenve bet-
ween the results shows more imp~ortant. 3.2.3.1. Th'le ST-L~Ouis' tests havIe beeni executed riot

(pil lv in (order to) ohbtainr visual isa tions of thle bounid a ry
3.. .Fig. .7..8 - 3.10 represenit the velocity distriltu- layer, hutl also measurements of thre aerod~ynamnical forces.

I' . The model was thierefore huing upi by means of steel wires
ion4. in, function of s for different streanistrips. sis anv ottadbym nsr;n
linUn thus controlled lb. o ac n ymen fa

the ine'un direction in each si reanistrip (see §. .l)of electrical motor the teamn mnovements ofi an electro-
tlie outer (upIper) p art of thle -airfoil. As ex ampl tes ft r ilif- mccli an ical A' voyi lp)nentIs-balance.
ferent ring airfoils we have given: :3.2.3.2. The Pu ITI E us' tests having becen restricted to

for ). - I thle veloit tvy (list ri bu lt in ftr ir 15 I ' visal isa t ions of thle bouni dary layer, it was possible to
for . -0,5 that of i -J) f.0ix the model iii(the saine simple aind 1iracticvil manner as

andI for o, 0., that of i r1. [ihe mlodels ). 0.2 and ). -0,5, i.e. by mneans (if aI profiled

Tntus. we have furniishIied t hre re' x a mples whlich rem i'ki Inr*ansversal bar (see e.g. fig. C 6) ;terriiitling quick deter.
,on the safe side of the beginning stall of thet airfoil arnd Iitia~tions orftthe test inr'ideni-es.
which. therefore, give a certain pre~sumpntioni tha~t Wr~Iis- :1.:i .Ali models have been ptainted in dull-while (to avoiid
sixti ~it's theory mat still appllty. reflections of light, especially with tlash ptlots) : different

kinds of ointment (mixtures (of lt('lroleuim anid lamphlack,
:3.1.12. Ta~bles .14 - .l11. show K, cabtulated with talc or magnesium carbonalcj have been tried, on the

wEihiNFC inid nce(see :iol o r . the vifrn ig il~l iewpoint (if phnotograp~hy as Well as (in that (of visual-
Will inidece see§ 30.1.1.isat iou strictly speaking.

Biest results have beeni obtained with an ointmient
34.2. Tlhre corres pond inrg t ests in tilie wvin d ii nitel aIt P ill - Copsd(famxue rptolndaiobckAl
TiERS (c~haracteristics of [lie tunnel see ', 1.2.) have licent pci~ntures 4 tife ;rmixture It.fpetrol( 1hand been tbaken All
executed onl three models with prdtiles N ACA 66-06: lttitrs ofw lesare.,H adI aebentkni

:1.2.1. W~iooden mrodel of ). 0.2 Wilit L. 0,2 it) arid :t.".''hre tests carried (pilt at tile ISL in 1959, and] those
D = I iii, as represented by fig. 3.11. Its dimensions have pierfotrmedi at PItoTIERiS, have shown dlifferent values of
becen chosen in funcftion of [lie diameter (of tlie test seltiort incidence fir idvidniiral flow configurations oWn the ;iirtoill
of tile tunnel. in order to reduce the wall influterice I() a ).-

miniminn:. !.o. 1. ThiS 01an lie explainled by the facet that tile two
31.2.1I.1I. Tlhe co rinpde e v'elociity field iptt sit e a ri ngfo i I wind tun nels are rdiff(iteren t type:
of ). ý- 0,2 arid ofr pro file NA.~CA 66-00)6 hias been , a Itit a Ict TI'he wi r(idttinn Ii i~t ST-LOIS pois resenits (cf. [ 5]) a free
(fig. .3.120), according to Wiv 1551 Nr;F.lm. for a maximal iniit vein wi thow noticeable effect of the walls, whereas the
dence of -200 envisaged **. wind tunnel al POITIER mS (§ I1.2.) ha~s a guided] vein.

Thre ratio otf arirfoii and test-section diameters has bteenri.,1 r; uddvi, h nue pe orsod
fixed so as to ensure aI maxiiimum deviaitioni hetween1 to. .n2 Foreas gorincidveinc, w heridueds sp feed corespndsi
streamlines and tunnel wall of 5(", wh~ere ac'ount is toaicrsefindnewrafrafecent1) ~~~~~~means (diminution of incidence. tsmlrlfi ,i h
already tatken of thle boundaryv laver dispdacemnen t-tlirikness gi~erci niec o A iii~rlfi ,i h
of tunniel and model, emtia niec o guided vein, one can Write for

-Irfree vein
:1.2.1.2. To avoid (leforilial ions of the (not very rigid and I i, - A
- see fig. 3.13 - heavily loaded) niodel, its fixaition in Ai, which has ai varlue r;,f aout :to for high inicidences
tile tunnel is made (instead of strings ais in thle case of 1,210 a.t POIERS o-is orresm,-.:W~f to I8S" at ST-.Louu1S) I)c~omes
tire model for ). =- 1, see § .2.3. below) by means of a zr o xa lwj ) i.31 ie h aito
p~rofiled bar, traversing horizontally tunnel and model,. fA nf;itino h nletficdnetfarn ifi

___________in rhe guided vein.

()See remark rII thit Aimex.
C*)Int re~ality, mt~ily 111uititerrt'., or miot 101 low~ itrved ntecessary: lt I-o the MI rerttt, it lewr-it ge mtttt irical an :i e ti~trmiit ' iti hita

iiitrlt l,. ctnrtmtii miall 4ceurred alread~y att 11.5-, r. fio C7~ - C9 jttcjtiaece ini iliitrtit moe fic r I itrirtek ( PlAM'iri. mdril E '~i

ailtatt ,ble' 3.1.. I yjtc), Seet 434
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3.5. The influence of the Reynolds number on the dif- 3.8.2.1. Spreading progressively, it comes inlto contact
rerent "constants" in the cotg 0, formula being still with Lthe bubble ("critical" incidence, i ,t) creating
unknown, it seemned essential to perform all tests at corn- thus a corridor of reflux over the whole upper side of the
parable Reynoldsnumbers.%L = LU_. airfoil ("stalled" flow, see fig. 3.20).

v Two strong shearlines separate the flow in this corridor
3.5.1. The range of tunnelspeeds at POfTIFnIs being from the not s~eparated viscous flow over the flanks. At
limited between 28 rn/Is and 50 Tn/Is (ct. § 1.2.). the tests on the forward points of these shearlines, two strong vortices
the (X 1) - model had to be executed at 28 m/s, those are forming which can he seen in fig. C9 - C12; cr. too
on the 0,5) - model at 37 rn/Is and those on the [11], fig. 5.

(Xý0,2) -model at !o5 rn/s. 3.8.2.2. Corridor and vortices bring about a strong per-
3.5.2. 'rule two cases ), == I and X = 0,5 thus show Ltie tiirbation of Lthe potential flow, so that - contrary to Lthe
same Reynolds number o! about 0,8.- 106; in the case interval i < i,,I - the \VEISSINGF-I method gives here

).= 0.2 tL~e upper lim~it or the tunnelspeed permittedl only' no longer trustworthy results. A hope or theoretical deter-
aI number of :11,. = 0,65. 106, but always of the samue order Tinination of the viscous flow con figuration exists, there-

31.r. After each test, photos were taken to show the final r ore, only ror inmcidlences up to the critical incidence;
pattern of the v'isualized wall streamlines. The results can this hope is still further restricted by Lthe remarks iTT

Only the picture C 12 has been obtained in a different 3..3 As the fig. 3.3- 3.7 and the considlerations of
inannýr: To show the beginning of the flow organization § 2A'.2. show, a close relation exists between the pressure
onf the back of the airfoil, a flash of the starting con ligut- distribution over the airfoni nd] the con figuration as
ratlion 1 as been ta keni. sketched in fi~g. 3.18. Trhis relation is illust~rated hy fimg. 37.19.

3t.7. For ). 01, results fro.mm ant unpubldislhed ONE~ tes~ it With the help of Wt:issi-,(vit's method, this relation can
series (execu ted at CA N N 0s11 plane Wings between I 01 ridS) be easily es tablIishied , at leastI, in t he symmnetOI.ry plannc of
were available. These wings had sharp leading edges and the rinrg airfoil, as 1(onTg as i<
showed different profiles. Separation and] stall were (Icier- T]his gives the (approximate) position of the points (if
mined by means of turmt studies andI with Ii le helip of (laminar) sepiaration at thre leading edlge, of (turbulent)
smoke issuedl fromn slots in the surface. reattaclirent andI, finally, or the (turbulent) trailing-edge

T1; I lhe results, therefore, were less accurate than those separation on the uipper sidle oif the ring airfoil.
of the very carefully execu ted tests Of PO ITIERmS. They gave :t8'.The development of the con figuration here above

critcalincdenes arv~ig forlim (llleen prtil's. described has been very carefullY analyzed, in the EIFFEL.
between ij -351 anil i, - ;" windttI rmnneal.1 l'O Tm airs. for ?.-~ 0,2- 0,5 and I (see pho-
l.7.21. Nevertheless. these results permit an (at Icastl Ins A I - AN, BI - B12?, C1I - C~12 and DI - M)).

qualitative control of the ex trapohlation of the test resultIs.
obtained at POITIERmmS, towards ), -_- 0. This has been done :1 ,..'.1. The resultIs o~f this analysis have been reported
(cf. § 3.1.I0.3. and fig. 3_181 and leads to a satisfactory ini table.s 3.2 (1. and 2.). 3.3 (1. anid 2.), .3.4 (1., 2. and :1.)

agreeent. s well as in fig. 3.21, 3.22 and 3.2M.
.1.8 Frm lme Al A 1, II -111, C -- It,(. an be seen that filie trailing-edgre separation is very

:18 Fo [i hoto.s (Aiiul -i A.lscv, IIIl fr -1112 CIuul ;dc Mie yielding
C1 2), one canl easily see that in aill cases and for aill inci- ividence toI obere 1)3) be tav lore 1, IricturanIes fondi
(lences (below thme .critical one, dlefinedl lbv lite con tact eieciDl M)letkntersut a efudi
between the separated areas on the uipper side 'of thle air- t(,ble' 3.4.-7.
foil, crf. § 31.0.1.), the flow configuration is -at le'ast it] tit all Otlier cases, a strong presumruption subsists, that
pri ncpeiPI - thle sa1me. c'orresponduinug to thI iat sk e rli e1 in thle t rai Iinmg-edge sep a rat ion starts Iinmmedi ately before the
fig. .7.17: leading-edge bub I ble reaches the tra iIinrg edge, Ibut no fill]

:1..1 Clse o te ladig egeari - ~riadl spak- proof co 'dI be obtained on these wings of insutflicient

ing -approximately parallel to it, aI (probably lamninar) adet 2f.2 termrk.nte2).cetli eiit
sepiaration of the boundary layer takes place over aboutI .n~ .2)
1800 leading-edge perimeter (upper half orf the( outside of :1.9.',.2. In the following ioursidc:'ali'ins, wev shall make
I le ring airfoil). IBehin d t Iiis se para tion inIiTe is l.caited anT thITis ass urmptIion. clearly deniiiirs tra ted for ). , I1 , . *onigl Y
apiproximately heart-shalied seplarated area ("biubbdle'') suggested for ). -- 0.5 and ). 0,2 :We shall srrpp''Se that
with organized now in its interior: I rft studies ** have tho con tact, bet~ween leading-eulge bubble aIndl trailing-edge
shown that its thick ness is very small, so that tine shear sep~arationl is estab~lishied inlrnedia telY~ before the bubble
laver between this separated area and the potentihal flow reaches I(lie trailing edge. where thre trailing-edge separa-
over the upper side of the airfoil remains very close to thin had just had the hime to start.
the wvall, ef. fig. .3.17. In first approximation, the slicarlayer
may therefore be assimilated to a (turbiulent) boundatry :18' :.1mhr car. it therefore seeris reasonable to
layer, trainsition occurring in it generally (se :.1fr assunie for =180o (i.e. at thle svrimmetry line on the uipper
an exception) hbefore reattachmient. sidle o f the airfoil), that. if at the' trailing-edge just

:3.8.2. The- downrstreamn limit of the bubble is a real !aeili. before i imtr.
roent line in the sense of § 2.A. and 2.5., followed by an :... eyipratcnlso ntecaatr~
ordinary turbulent boundlarv laver.th etahiet ubvn oliiarwlledan

For smnall angles of incidence', this ordinary turbulent thketalret~ubln rlmnr ilb rw
boundary layer showis no trailing-edge sepairation; for from the flow%% picturros :,'~ the series A - C in a following
larger anigles of incidence, aI trailing-edge sepiaraltioni, as paragraph ( § :1. 1..); ror Lthe moment, we w~ill consider thme

indicated whole reattacniren t as turrbumlenit and try, with this assumrnp-
idctdin fig. 3.8.nakes its applearance. tion, a numerical computation of the reattachment line

in the best established case of time three p.=I.
()i.e. after .:vairoratinil. or the. peirolerirmIl.

Ma Id ae ill t95 9 at thie I S1 a. 1Iv ai wld lii .t.re sysi (III a seri( ThS~ 1 .'I is cool puita ti on has been execu ted for the three
,,r ictsis Is moteir w:.y, at rpre~cnt, Iii the(, "Laboratoire die WeaniqiIue nilne " S ndi=10(niecsi em
ties Flijuides" at P'OITIERTS (lFramite). icdne -9, 5 n 8 (niecsi em
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of the open test-section tunnel of the ISL at Sr-Louis; was chosen the parallel to the leading edge through Lthe
the corresponding incidences in the EIFFKL tunnel at (laminar) separation point on the wing's symmctrvy line
PoiTivFIs are- cf. fig. 3.16- it, -10 1/20, i, -f17 and = 1800).

i,,210-). The results thus obtained for 8, are containedl in the
3.9.1. The case i = 9o (cf. CI) shows a ver~y small and numerical tables A 16 - Af21.
scarcely developied leading -edge bubble, practically no 3.9.2.4. With these values of the outer flow and of 8.,
sweep of tire wall streamlines in Lthe noni-separated bounidary th-oml fvO DoFN~iOFiF and TFTFriviN- for dII/dx.
layer and no trace at all of any tra Iling-edge separation. tothe frwith ofuir anVoo' fruafr,(14l2

The graphs relative to this case have been presented 'in permits the determination of ii in the whole region.
the Ist Scientific Report; the results are of no particular As initial value of 11, corresponding to 92 0, has been
interest and will not be reproduced here. ;w.sumend If = 1,286; a variation of this value within
3.9.2. 'The case l = 50 (fig. 1.5 andl C72) presents a -oir- relatively large limits (1,2811 < 11 < 1,4) had only a very
siderably greater interest; it will be treated in extenso small influience on the final results.

hratr3.9.2.5. Thiris coimpuiitatLio n sI o ild give, onl Ltie symmninetry
3.9.2.1. W~issi N(;F it's method (see § :1.1.) permitis a line (quasi two-dimensional sircamnstrip) a final value of if
compilete calculation of the pressure distribution on thle (at the trailing edge) of approximately H I 2 ".
uipper (outer) surface of Lthe airfoil and thus a deferinina- Hlowever, the computation (see table Al229) gave
tion of the directional field of the inviscid flow on this 11= ,475 instead of h = 2. As already pointed out in

surfceas eprsened y te nuerial abls :I-.l3.thre 2nd Quarterly Report (§ 1.2.), this seems to ble a very
The integration of this directional field yields thle poten- complex inflnence of three-dimensionality on tile formi

tial st reamnlines and,* consequently, te flte cr1 iniia tio fir f of lithe tuiirbu len t ibournd ary layr [tire t'wo-eliin ension a
(lie .q-coord inate di rectIio ns. Thre corresponud inrg di rect'i ons formil ac ;are- iiiiable to accoirn t for.
of the :-coordinate are the orthogonal trajectories ori lite A careful and detailed expierimlental and theoretical
foregoing. investigation should lie undertaken (.and is planned by

(IGraph I represents the streamlines of the outer flow tire IVIZ in filie near fuiture) tol clarify this point and to
(potential streamilines at the wall) between 9 -~ 9i0 and build up' a thrree-dlimnensional formula for the development

=I800 as measured, fromn 11.250 to 11,25". onil lite leading Of 11.
edlge.

Thle streanistrilis. as defined in § 1,have been deli- :1.9.2.6 c. .mean~hiic, thle following considerations may be
mnited byv each two of these streamilinies hgavinig ani angular of hielp: The Valcullationl of the "longitudinal'' boundary
distanceý of 22 i(,i(and therefore overlapping one another), layer inside thec streamnst rips and of its form parameter 11
All characteris~tlc values in these streamnstrips (8 11, etv.) should be blased oin the corresponding comnponent of the
have been associated to their "mniddle line"' at angular skin friction. which lat icr is acting iii direction of ltie
distance of II I 1/40A from each boundary' . wvall streamlines laid Plot in that ior thle. oiuter flow.

:3.9.2.2. Thre knowledge of l ire en tire pressure disfrilbi- )n lite ofther hand, tire value iif ~~~;calculated
tion and of the network of curvilinear coordinates (s. z)

lienperi it tie dc cn in t in ofofay stý,iirr ,,( aid o,'Ni;*s firminula (§ 1.1.1.2.1 for fivo-dimen-
the prmis iledeerinaio (i ,h-~ -arid -or A!rver t Iie siOn a floi w, is supofi1 sed lo) be ani expfression of thle total

cis ZiZskin friction in directioni of the walirmear flow. For the
whole concerned port ion (i.e. t he upil r it-~a if of Ilite nolsi di calcl atlion fof // in thle longitIudiiin al flow, only a redu ced
of the surface. 'T'he resulting is''- LL and iso- lie_ r valule e . shonuild thgerefo~re bie introduced intoi VON

represented in Graph 1. l)iiE,]io yr anId TETEiRVIN's forrnugla.

It is thIierefore possibl e to a Iii y, sI rcanins rip ;afler AtI least in tile quiiasi two -dimieners ion al low in tire s treanin-
streamstrili. 'Il .'. V1.t1OTS omua( for S. srpaogteynmr leOfthe ring airfoil's upper

3.9.2.3. Here a prrobllemn arises : 1 low should we treat Side, we shouild however expert a rodiu'tion factor r, 1

tire shear layer above tire sepiarated ;area of time bubble. which is, by- virtue of wvhat has hbeenr said in § :3.9.2.5.,
and where should we assuni the transition or shear or ofr biul o h ae
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow? Eve in 3.9.2,7. 'fire expilairar tiii for I his seeminirg con Iradic lion
two-dimensional theoryno piertinent inrormialion is a va Il may lie founud in thre following reflections:
able; in three dimensions, only moore or less reasonalihe 'lire criissflow, which dlisappears everywhere for zero
hrypothieses can be mrade. It was therefore (lecidledI to
consider - in the aibsence of other informnatiorn irrid for imiciienrie, reaches on thre flanks or Lthe airfoil considerable
the sake of sinmplicity - the shear layer as in first apirorX - strength at, tire aipproachr of i,.,i,. ThIis cross~low, of various
imation equivalent tio a turbulent b~oundary layer whose strength through Ilite boundary layer, changes not only
outer v'elocity distribution is given flyLithe results ( § :1.9.2.1.) Ltie vei ooiLv pro files ;anrd, coimrscqtiien tly, th lieocal form~
obtained according to %`iF.i%%iYNr.it.' parmurietcr of tire turbulent bouindary layer, btrt also Ltue

structure of lthe turbuilence inside the layer. Such a change
\o attempt has been trade to caiculate tire laminar of structuire affects not Only the local features of lthe flow,

boundary layer between leading edge and leading-edge iiat to liy turbutlent interaction, tire features (intensity
separation, by reason of the inexactness such a calculation and distribution o! lite turbulenit eddies) in Othier region~s
would necess'arily sftirer from the extraordinarily strong o h lwad-i ,ritlr-e'ni h us
crossil ow. imwo-diincnsionai strr -:.iudrip in tire symmetry pilane

On the othier hiand, tire initial conditions pilay, in agll ( 8"
bou ndary -layer calculations, only a second-order' r'ile fr(ý
tire featiires sufficiently far downstream; so it was consid- -____

ered as exact enough to begin Ltre calculations Pnccordirig ()Iiiiiieut. thei i rariiiig-eige seiavaioi~I ,n sevoiir go lie Ill]wndiogifir,
to~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'lsc E i10)T n ec ram rp itr8 t ak if. i rl. 1 .5. ri k I arr rcoil t ~fiiir the N ie r 11: r fi : ni iiefio i tre laist

covetona posiNOtion. easuch sramconventionl begin i, ning i i orfiei liroilli' hmai fii'c cail arway for the sake of easier fabri-
conentona psiton.Assuc a onentona bgining vaimiiu. we can, eoiisidjer I/ = 2 for x - VIA1 ais reaisonablhe.
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3.9.2.8. No means of detailed calculation of such an For this value of el alone, one and only one reattach-
influence of the crossflow on the structure or turbulence ment line or reasonable position is possible. For this reason
- and therefore on the form parameter - being known we put c, = 0,0035.
at present, it has been decided to try a global estimation
(justified by the above mentioned interaction which tends 3.9.2.11. It is now possible to calculate, step-by-step,
to homogenize these effects of three-dimensionality) of the turbulent wall streamlines on the whole upper surface.
the crossliow action by the adoption of a unique value The result can be seen in Graph 1:
of the reduction factor c, over the whole upperside or the We find a non-separated turbulent boundary layer
surface. eK .

In this form, the factor depends, naturally, on 7. and i, everywhere downstream of the first branch of
but not on s and 9; we have c, = 0, i) *- The turbulent wall streamlines in this region can be

Cr should then be determined in such a manner as to followed back (upstream) towards the critical branch of
get 11 - 2 near the trailing edge in tlhe symmetry plane, Zt' 1 i-it i ,, _,m 1 )s = e; at its approach, they form a (rearward) envelope:

This has been undertkcn ;it the three exlp(-imentally moreover, cotg 0, changes its sign, i.e. the flow changes
checked cases (). = 0,2; 0.5 and I). The result is repro- its direction at the passage of this envelope.
sented by the curves of fig. 3.24 and 3.2:;. The result is a well-defined reattachment line, limiting

For i 00, we have-for all )X's : c, - I and thus a separated-flow area (bubble) against the ordinary (non
S0,0288 (two-dimensional value in SnE. and separated) boundary layer. The configuration thus obtained. s f rOEla), 0 2l v u id is qualitatively very similar to the experimental patternYOUNGS formula). of fig. 1..5; moreover, the depth of the bubble is smaller,

:.9.2.9. With tile cr-Values thus determined, 11 has but still comparable in size to that of the observed one.
been recalculated, for i -- l5" and ), - 1, in all stream. 13.9.3. The case i - I81) (critical incidence as observed
strips. The corresponding iso-Il lines are equally repre- at ST-Iot iS and - cf. fig. G6 for i = 21" - at POITIEllS)
sented in Graph 1. admils a similar Ireatment, again with r - 0,0035. The
3.9.2.10. The formula for turbulent wall streamlines as second branch of , - , coincies here not only with
given by § 1.5.5.. bs

- bl, but- moreover - with 1 - 2.

colg0=0,7 , 1.26 " The corresponding flow pattern is given by Graph 11
-: C.2  and shows a complete reverse flow over the whole central

part of the wing's upper surface; instead of a reattachment
with a 0 liy reason of the obstac'le's synlmet ry, hen line at the forward branch of ! = r,, we then find the
contains only one unknown quantity : r.

This quantity can, in our case, ile determined Iy t he flow pattern of a separation line with (laminar?) boundary-
following argument (see Graph I) : laver flow upstream that line. This has been discussed,

r K, in detail, in Ihe Ist Scientific Report.
:,ave for • > (,0l, i.e. for values very hose to (ihe Even (he narrowing of the corridor near the contact

leading-edge separation and therefore well tilisireaml from of // - 2 and what was once the leading-edge bubble
tK. (ef. fig. C6 and (C12) is correctly represented.an v possiblde real tachi inl, al_ ill - vdlu es 0ocmiur twice

i "3.9.'1. These results seem to confirm the correctness of
and therefore lead Io two singular wall streamlines on the the foregoing theoretical and numerical considerations,
turbulent part of the wing's surface, at least in the qualitative agreement between observations

If r, Ibe. therefore, greater thaln 0,01. nio reasonable and calculations. We are still very far from a reasonable
. 5h', r quantitative agreement; moreover, the /1 distribution

reattachment point (i.e. 0, - cotg 0 ,, --- -- C 1  0, could only be obtained by an empirical (and doubtful)
2 determination of r,. Much work remains therefore 'o becf. § 2.7.) can be found. (lone.

If, on (he other hand, a, < 11,01, we shall find two (distint :3.10. Thie other two cases (,. 0.5 and , 0.2) present
reattachment points or - in the case of r, < 0,0075 - still more difliculties:
no reattachment point at all. For r = 0.0075, only one
reattachment point would occur, htil two different lines 'I.10.1. Indeed, the extreme smallness of the chordwt0 would have their origin ii this point. None compatible with the diameterof the test section at PoiTmmas,
with 0 w h tmade a correct determination or the trailing-edge sepa-

of these alternatives seems reasonable, ration and therefore of the critical incidence very difficult.
Hlowever, for one particular value of C, (ý- 0.0035), 3.10.2. Unfortunately, the complementary phenomenon

the second (rearward) branch of r1K. (large diameter and therefore an abnormal extension of
-s the perimeter of (he leading edge) makes a reliable deter-

cally over the whole turbulent region with a bran,:h of ,inatin of b difficult, if"linaionof iffcul, i not imnpossible.bK/t, _ 0 andl is thierefore cancelled out:-

0 a n i s h e r e o r e a n c e l e d u t :3 .1 0 .2 .1 . A s s i t o w n b y ti g . 3 .2 6 a n d 3 .2 7 , n o l i n e -A . 0
,)/+ ý,,0, moined an hs o00,nt

- 0,00:15a i nndeltermined and isius togdnoit couhI lie an',dytically found in these cases (represented
necessarily zero. is ). = a,2). The above determination of c, therefore does

,iot work in these cases. Experimental checks in order to

() A more carefil ami riot only ilolial lelilltion or c. is ihc ontrol the computation of LAý over the su'face of tile
2114i Will he di.SCUSS44 in a further repoort. Ini this case, c, will depend, 6dqually, mi s and t.. airfoil are under way at PoTt E Rs, bu t are not yet concluded.
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3.10.2.2. There is probably still another explanation or towards the corners and nnable to enter the corners with
this failure', explanation recently communicated to the their redtuced section.
author in conversation by Prof. A. YOUNC (Queens, Thus, a drop is forming (which could ble directly observed
L~ondon): at ST-l.,ols that breaks through the surface of the (flat)
3.10.2.2.1. In twvo-dimensional flow, a recent work of bubble. Then, i tsipper part is carried away by the outer
McGnp.Goi discussed the difference between "short" flow and rains progressively down, thus explaining the
and "long" bubbles. The first are characterized by pressure straight lines, prolongation of the shadows in downstream
distributions w~ith a high negative peak, steep pressure direction.
rise after the minimum and speedy reattachment; they 3.1 1.4. rThe described computation method (see ,§ 3.9.)
have an almost negligible influence on the theoretical is not sensitive enough to take account or the (not very
pressure distribution over the profile. important) laminar part of the reattachment line.Never-

'The second are characterized by a pressure rlistribuition thlelss, the evidence for lamninar reattachrment is of inie-
with flat minimum, slow: pressure rise and retarded reat- rest.
tachment; they- have a v'ery great influence on the theoret-
ical pressure 0distribution 'over the profile, which is coin- :3.12.1. Recently, T'.W.. Nlooir.E rec~onsidered, in
pletely changed. two publications ([14], [I.5]), the problem of leading-edgre

3.10.2'.2.2. OWE'N recently gave a criterion ror long b~ubles1C in two-dimensional flow.

bubls te aeobereUwe A . 45 3.12.1.1. 1lic con firmed OwE N's criterion, as menitioned
buble: heyar oseredwhn ~81 "~ in § :3.10.2.2., andl associated long-t 'ype bubbles ( :R 4,503)

at the separation. -Now, 8, will be - at the same relative with a ''(elavedl transition" and, therefore, with larninar
position - the smaller in value, the smaller the chord reattaclimen t; time samne observation has equally been
length or the profile is, for ). ý-0,5 and 0,2, :1131 will prob- made at tile ON ER1A (Paris) by 11. W~uI:
ably be below this critical value. .1.12.1.2. Short-type bubbles (B,31 450) are, in the

3.10.2.2.3. From a physical point of view, the criterion Same ordler of ideas, followed Im. turbulent, reattachment,
is an expression of thie fact that the relative importance transition taking place already in thme shear layer above
in thickness, and therefore the thickness distribution over the bubble.
the wving profile, is different for ). = I an ). 0,3 and 31.12.2. In his work, Nioomr.m gives an equivalent criterion

X= 0,2, and will be more and~ more difficult fo reconcile to that of Ow EN, himt whiich is mnuch1 more "handy"
wvith Wr'Fist -%rc. it's method, as ). - 0.

In all these cases, further tests with careful pressure 3. 12.2. 1. lie introduces a "pressure-reciivery coefficient"

measurements and experimien tally obtained values of 17 K,, -A.", formed with the pressure coefficient
W, and' will Ile necessary. If apipears not inmpossible I K,,

ý_Z N.Zmeasured[ at separation (p,) and at transition (p,). cf~r

that with a measured pressure distribuition (current the legend to) fig. .3.19f.
practice in boundary-layer work) (Ihe method or 39 3. 1 2.. it is. indeed, easier to' measure p, andui p. than
will once more be aP P1 i cable. to (let ermtinue a, at t he lead(i ng-ed ge sepa ra Ii n.
3.10.3. Nevertheless, it Itas been possible, fronm the 3 223 fr nrae wihhllesfricesn

mateialso rr cllecAed(se fig A - A8 ad BI- B2), incidence) towardls a critical value (of about 0,:I;, the until
to deterimine even in thtese two cases the critical incidence ttnsor-yebblbcmsalatneofheog
With an acceptable precision. This permitted art extralin. t ea.rgtasto nteserlvradtu
lation of the 4r,,-vaulues towards .-- 0. cx trapiola tion type. deaIn trnionnteshalyramdhs

leadng o fg. 12S th reultwasi,,,, ," or 0, reducing Ifte value of i which remains alway-s unlor 0,37.

in excellent agreement with the already mnentioned result 3.1 2.3. fit three-dimensional floiw, as e.g. for tlte annular
Of CANNES (cf. § 3...and [13]l. wing, p, and p,' and therefore ts are functions not only of

:3.11. On nearly all plictures orfithe series A\, 13 C, andi invden'e. but too of the angular position ?

particularly well onl thle fig-. 11.3, there can mule seen, niear 3.1I2.3.1I. 'Thius the character 'if th bi'luiblt nl 'ay Chnlamge
the ''corners'' of the bibbllle, liiit to t cinincidinog with Ithtlemr, witi It? alIso , an it~ur tIitdm cIle ii existence or long y pc- - Ofi

a pair of dark shadows of roughly triangular shape whichI of short types (on (lie samei airfoiil and even in it-Im sartie
are often - as in Al1, B1, (C3 and] )fainttv) even on fig. 1.4 -- liubbll.
pirolonged downstream by a line of apiproximnately the '.; 123 2 eattachmoent mnay. therefore, bie partly tujrliu-
direction or the inviscid streamilines, lent arid poartlY laininar. which agrees %%ilhI § § 3.11 .2 and
3.11.1. At closer inspection, on all these pictures artd 1. 11 .3.
particuilarly well onl fig. 116 - it v an bei estIa blish ed ti I ia :1 IA \w leln-yi mbe hnecmltl
the reattachmient line umndergoies, at the passage of lthis .12 .Noteligy.uIiibschneimpeey

dark shadow, art abirupht chamnge of slope (cf. fig. 3.29) : the pressure d istribuimtion (on thle airfiiil : even if only very
Indeed, 0), becomes, at the approach of the ('olners, small piortions of the leading-edge bubble tire of long

type, their (always visible) presence near the bubble's
suddenly closer to than in tite in~'part (left-hiandl side c~orners hav'e, at le~ast in the wake of this part of tlte bubble,

2 a strong influence on the ptressuire distribution in tite
in fig. 37.29) of the reattachtrent line, afrected rekii~n.
3. 11 .9ý In fig. Wo. a scale ltas been represented On flit(- 1..W~S I l tit~,lwlteeoe lasla

phot. I all~wstheestituaionto locatlly erroneous remilts whten a leading-edge bubble

A.- U,. 3 -:7 . Oe . 106 _ . 1()4 with hlaminar rc-attachiimg ionerits appears; in particular
- ' 14 neaý flue straightt dark lines uinen tiolued in § :3.11 .3, v'alues

']'liis small Reynolds number suggests tlte exlilamal iou lt ~',)K,P /q and ZA',13/: will bie wrong when calculated
that the part of tite reattachiment line near U.-~ 'aiiier, with \VFEis~ N~ Elm i's mnethodl.
with chtanged slope, correspionds5 to laminar reattachmnent. :m' 26 l'lme necessity of further carefully executed and

:1.11.3. Thte (lark shiadow~ is tlten an accumulation of the systemnatic measuring tests, expressed iii § 3.10.2.2.3.;
fluid inside the bubble, carried along the separation line is thius strongly underlined.



4. Conclusion

4.0. A theoretical method or predicting the development or wall streamlines in a not, quite correct, but convenient
of viscous flow over ring airfoils has been developed at expression).
1317, in collaboration with ISL, ONERA. the ILnboratoire

de a~anqii ds ludesdel'nivrsta (e Pi~~a ad .... The treatment or reattachment as inverse problem
the orreponing aboatoie ortheL~v~~ Uivcrity or separation (as wiell in laminar as in turbulent flow) andth corsodnQaoaor rteLVLUiest the definition or the reattachment line as singular wall

Thi Qmetowih sbsdonWas-~nsmto streamline ("rearward envelope,, of wall streamlines).
or determination or the inviscid flow over ring airfoils T.h.. le explanation or the p~articular form or stall on
and onEiC.lurLltNiiv.l~'S general conceptions of three- the upper side of ring airfoils as contact phenomenon
dimensional boundary layers in lamninar and turbulent (between leading-edge bubble and trailing-edge separation).
flow, permits in certai cases of mean aspect ratio (about This has an immediate application to engineering prob-

I) even numerical computations of the flow pattern lems in the ease of precamnbered profiles to avoid or to
ait various incidences and a correct estimation of thle reduce the leading-edge bubble, as set out in [5] and [I I]
critical incidence for three-dimensional stall (contact (foregoing investigations of ln'rz).
between leading-edge and trailing-edge separation). 4.2. The greatest dlifficuilty which has been encoun teredl

Experimental tests, carried ont principally at POITI ERmS, aind which still subsists, is the problem of behavior and
showed the correctness of the theory's predictions and structure of turbulent boundary layers in three-dimensional
permitted a detailed control of the essential hypotheses. tlow, and in particular in regions of strong crossfiow.
Thev- permitted, moreover, to pass - for the critical %Iuch work remains to be (lone, and reliable numerical
inciilence -to the limnit ). =- 0 (plane wing) and to state computation of three-dimensional boundary layers will
full agreemnen t of this limit with (unpublished) experi- depend (In this poinit.
mental data obtained at the ON ERA wind-I unnel in 1.3 A\nother very important point is the influence, in
CANNES (France). function (of Heynolds number and aspect ratio, of separated

Much w~ork remains still to bie (lone; nev-erthieless, a regions on tlie dletermination of the inviscid flow over an
first stepl in the direction of actual computation of v~iscouis airfoil. Inu some cases (ais in the foregoing analy sis the wings
flow over three-dimensional obstacles in the turbiulent of low aspect, ratio. ). ý-0,5 and] ), 0,2) the effective
case has been accomplished. rormn of th tocbdstacle inaav be so seriously changed by these

Theoretically, the treatmuent of sepairatio~n phe'nomuen~a separated regions andl espec-ially by lead~ing-edge bubbles
(leading-edge bubble. reat tach ment amid] separation) seemls of the "long'' type. thmat the only possibility (If determining
to he well under way-. thle pressure distribution in a c-orrec. nanner seems to

4.1 I semstht n te orgoig nayss, tbi olwne, for thle mnoment, its experimental dletermination. This
1.oIntes have benin tefirmed on anlmay ise h c ifoleel.orin is, nat umally. usifctr but a commion practice even

foints hareives igen onsiased t and is y be~ I. sierd m in Itle case' If Ia ninimar two-d i mension a Ibou1n da ry layers,futue ives igt insis stalised.e.g. iii the simmple c;kse (of a cimiilair cylinder with~out yaw
4.1.1. The existence and( regularity (If wall s treamllinles ) IliE aE NZ).
even in the case or turbulent boundary layers and there- !#.Telin(ocmpsibefwintredesos
fore thme correctness of It;.-i) .Ni li's "regularity liy'1,tl- ~ is.i Treat mnt pof otrssible:to indef.[] thre (vimscons pr

esis at eastfor redoninnt1%convx obta~ls*of tlie foregoing method permits, theoreticall 'y, an ininw-
4. 1 .2. Thlue co ncep t of sepiara tio n (in lainfi n~arand t iirb iilen t di ate genierali za t ion on coinp ressi ble cases. Practically.
flow) in three dimensions and the (lefini tion of the separ~a- it seems to lIe too e~arly to think (of still more complicated(
tion line as limiting wall streaniline (''forward enivelope" 41.al(ul~ations. as long, as the mienitionied difficuilties remain.
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6. List of Symbols

cI coefficient in the cotg 0, formula
Ct coefficient in the cotg 0, formula
ct local friction coefficient of the flat plate
eL coefficient in the cotg 4, formula
Cr reduction factor
CT coefficient in the cotg 0, formula
io angle of incidence
I reference length
n direction normal to tile body's surface
p static pressure

q local dynamic p)ressure q =
p U2

q. dynamic pressure q. "

r radial distance froth wing axis
s direction of streamlines in tile in viscid flow
u streamwise velocity component in the boundary layer
v normal velocity component in the boundary layer
1., axial velocity
I.o axial velocity piroduced by tile thickness-induced vortex distribution
', axial velocity induced by source distribution

(',I axial velocity produced by vortex distribution
c,• circumferential velocity
w, transversal velocity component in tie boundary layer
.r axial coordinate
.r,r transition point
z direction of "equipotential lines
D diameter of the annular wing

i1 form parameter of the turbulent boundary laver 11 -8

.' pressure coefficient K' , -= p

L chord length of hle airfoil
-RI, U L.

:JG. Reynrolds number based on the chord of the airfoil :R,. --

. ,R8 -- based on the boundary layer thickness :1R8 8 U -

VV.1, -- based on thme local distance .118 -__U"_

:RAI based on the displau'ement thickness :AA, -

U, velocity at the edge of the botundary layer
Uý free stream velocity

I' flow vector inside the boundary layer
I coefficient in SQUiitE and "o m:N.s formula
8 boundary-laver thickness
at displacement thickness
82 momentui,-loss thickness
b angular coordinate

A aspect ratio of the ring airfoil L. =

v kinematic viscosity
- dimensionless axial coordinate

rediwed radial distance from axis
: air density- wall shear stress

9 azimuthal angle
0 angle between flow direction at the outer edge of the boundary lay.r and flow direction

inside it
A Pou1.|,AusFs's laminar form parameter

Indices

g denotes quantities for a guided vein
p at the wall
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Fig. Al -- A8 s te=0,2Bi -- B12 Photos for X = 0,5C1l -- C12 1,
DI -- D3 ,-- t,

Graph I X, --- I i = 150 calculated wall streamlines
Graph 11 ),--- =I i--- 180o
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Tables At - A3 Elementary velocities calculated after VVWEISSI NGFit'S method
A4, - AI5 K. after WVEIRsIrNGFn'S method for the different )X's and incidences
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() These talbles are not inllutied in the joresent replort; lhey are available, upon request, at the
ONR or at thie ITZ.



).= 0,2
U.O 45ms

TABLEr 3.2.1.
Lrading-edge separation for various incidences

Incidence 1~0 go 9

Z* downstream position or separation
line (mnm from leading edge)

TAttLE 3.1.

L~ist of incidences in funclion of ). 500 3

-400 1
350s 1!#,5

-300 1,
-250 3,5

o'.2 0,5 -, -200 5,5 20,5

- 150

3..o-o0 48 22

15,

invidenu' * 20IS 504 21
15, 21o -4- 204) 52

+250

±350 25
A-404 If

critical 24 ~450
incidences !o40220 5110 3

leteveiolpinent it, nim or tilie wjing, fromu 1 = O.

Test Hesuulls for

TAB~LE :1.2.2.

Bq.1.--;frhmene, li,.ex for vainrous inieos

Invidenrv 3lo f; ;. X0909 9,50o40
1st 2test 2 rid test 1st l est 2nd test

diownstreamI position of reat tachmuent Iil (mlin from teinting edge)

90 111, 11) 12
551 11 i ) 13 1251
50614 11 I 12, 21 2:1 24, 2:1

id) 15 :12 33 ~ 35

:15 11, :Jo 58 604 7 1 78
3004 11,5 1!' .3 , 871 94oo4;

250 124 5:3 1118 11 !245
'441) 21 ,9 59 Jog8 229 143 182

151)13,5 58 8, 5 12) 214m
10414 122 5 8,58 I241

;, 225 58

4) 11 62 58,5 12 '6

510 23 110 64)
24011 25 62 64)
1514 21 1#4 120 22

±200 2:1,5 [55 2 60 253 280
+ 250 23 5))1 48 .n125 227, 14 3

300 1)4 20,5 !,2 431 76; 89 108 103
350) 10 36 571 72 75-8

+ 41)) -J,5 30 27 .4 55 53
4-450 18 18 32 37 37; 35
+ 500 12 112,5 28 26 23
+ 550 11 14 17 16
+ 600 11 11

-tile udevelopmnent In iniri of tile wing from 9 1 80*.
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Test Results for
). = 0,5

U. f 37 m/s

TAVILE 3.3.1.

Leading-edge separation for various incidence.q

Incidence 6090 20 13 13, 501 1 30

-. downstream posilion or selparallon line (in mim)

-- 300) 4,5
- 250
- 200 (j 9
- 150 1 1 10 22
--- 00 1 21 I8 24

50 22,5 25

0 10 19 21,5 2:;,, 24;

511 22 25.5
SI00 18 21 11. 2:5tS- 25 7 17 2% 29.

2004% 2% 12 244 13
- ' 250) 2% 4S300 5"

"FA% vt.E 3.3. 2.

rtta:44e,/h.pnipit liues for 'tr,,o : i.Iu,4.',.

In,.iden,. 6' *, I ' 6 ti: 1.3 11 1 '

0 fl% w,•v .reamn l.,silinl or reatthc'lme.nt line (n11uun)

-- 350 II 15 11 22 11,5
- 300 1:1 25j 21 "2' 26
- 250 12 26; !.8 5$9 f"I 65
-200 162 39 ti9 205 I I' .0

1- 50 271 69 1:12 I#;11 i465 172 -- 5)
100 :1;•. 89 145 206 2 2.5 220 {- 5)

- 50 4.21 98 185 1 5J 244) -± 5) 2740 (. 5) 275 (140)

I I It0 1412 2011 11 4) 254) 1 144) 290 (•± 24)

50 346 97 185 )± 5) 2:L5 ( 5) 2;5 (W, 5) 275 )± 10)S100 :12 88,2 261 1929; 207 234 (-L 5)
- 150 27 72 122 150 165 188 (-% 5)

+ 200 22 53 83 110 115 124
+ 250) I2t 37 -444 ';6 72 74
+ 300 I4; is 28 32 36
+ 350 12 12 I:,5 20 12

"- the develolIjenl In Iit of hlie wing fr,,n t = 180-.

C.



Test Results for

U. f 27 rn/s.

TAiiLF 3.4.1.

Jeading-edge separation for earious inridenres.

Incidence 9g 150 180 210 220

-* ,,downstranm posilion or separation line ( fni rrom teading edge)

-- 200 2 5 6 11,5
-- 05ti 5 l;,5 1!, 17 24
-- 100 5,5 18 27 lit 37
- 5s * 25 :3:3,5 :18 40

0 8,5 24; 15 ,0 42

S50 8 25 33 38,5 -1
JI C00 6 19 23 3:1 319
150 5 . I, 1 7 25
200 2 5,5 6,5 12

featarbhmnte linles for wlrion•. inderes..

18" 210
1]neidcnie 90 I° Ist h.st "nd t 19.52, tse tIs[ 2ind test 220

1,Idwnstreamni plmsilini of realhmtihientl line' (minl from leading edge)

2-- 50 5 6 15 28

- 2100 14 39 37 -. CA6eI 62 98
- 1511 1S 71 99 JIM 120 135 1I: ?10
-- |nn :17 128 17$8 182 21 2101 211) 256

51) 511 15 L5 212 2132 26011 _811 28L ;ts115

0 A5 212 2-7-7 278 3001 :1233 3:10 343

± 51 58 172 241; 2511 255 281 286; 11.
too) "18 122 18 4# Is-. 19.5 2241 225 215

. 150 11r 5 Jl ItI o5 91, 139 140 1 ;.2
± 200 19 39 39 -2 65 70 90
+ 250 I; 7 6 " 12

'I'AlliE. 3.4.3.

Trailing-edge separation for itncidence 220

- 6.5 - 25 0 - 25 + 55

upstream position of separation I.ne (mim from trailing :,;ge)

0 31: 3V 25 0

" " the levelol, ifnt hIi Into or thic wing fromn t - 1800.
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Fig. 0.1. viirvilirtif.i 4 pIr.liijiatts !s. z, itiij7..*d-r tIhrohi m~iaI this re!port
(po~sitimii 4o the. coordiriat, trilivulralIa the wall)
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ERRATA

page instead of one should read

/I, 1 1 2 1T-" KY 1 12

V .n" . /I?\ l- r l U \ (.fl -I*7

.r,- transition po11l. Xt, = transition point

II, �L 3.1. ,nean indiired velocity ', mean induced velocity V;,

I ',, § 3.9.2.1. i I /.!,° '1 1/40

15, . 3.9.3. for i 210 fo!. i, - 210

I ;, • 3.1,.1.l.. (Ilt, • ,fl) f.(t, 4 0

is, Symbols :BA :as

:A, Reynolds number based on [he Al Reynolds number based on the

local distance A = local distance At, = U.

21, Table 3.2.1. 4, • '5 ils U® - !5 mI/s

6

29, Fig. 3.2. tN() t=Z -sini = t,.sin ib
J~l 1=1i

30, Fig. 3.. i= 180 i 90

34, Fig. 3.13. . q = * ' - q S - c1 S i


